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A group H is hopfiun if H/N E H implies N = (1). Equivalently, H is 
hopfian if every epic endomorphism of H is an automorphism. A dual notion 
is that of co-hopfian: H is co-hopjan if every manic endomorphism of H is an 
automorphism. Recall that a complete group is a group with trivial center 
such that every automorphism is an inner automorphism. 
Let C, be the cyclic group of order n > 1. Define U(p, s) to be the ordinary 
free product C, * C, . Our purpose is to prove the following embedding 
theorem: 
THEOREM. Every countablegroup G is embeddable in a 2-generator, complete, 
hopfan quotient group H of U(p, s) provided p > 2 and s > 3. (Of course H 
depends on G, p, and s). If G does not have elements of order p or if G does not 
have elements of order s, then His also co-hopfan. If G can be$nitely presented, 
then so can H. Also, we have these additional properties of the embedding. 
(1) If G is finitely generated, then the word problem (resp. conjugacy 
problem) for H has the same Turing degree as the word problem (resp. 
conjugacy problem) for G. 
(2) For n not dividing p or s, H has an element of order n if and only 
if G does. 
(3) If G has a presentation with m relations, then H has a presentation 
with m + 2 relations. 
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(4) The embedding is Frattini, i.e., two elements of G are conjugate 
in H if and only if they are already conjugate in G. 
(5) If A Q G, then as subgroups of H, AH n G = A and G/A is 
embedded in H/AH. 
The proof of the Theorem depends on the theory of quotients of free 
products by relations satisfying certain cancellation conditions (see [4]). The 
idea of constructing embeddings using this theory is due to J. L. Britton. 
Proof. For simplicity, we shall assume p = 2 and s = 3. The proof for 
generalp and s is the same. Now U(2,3) = C, * C’s . DefineF = G * C, * C, 
(ordinary free product). Let g, , g, ,... be a set of generators for G, and let 
X, y be generators of C, , C’s respectively. Let 
F 
4Oi 
Yi = g;l 
j=40gl)+l Gxy)j xy2) . 1 
For example, y1 is 
g;kcyxyyxy)~ xy2 * * * xy2(xy)W xy2. 
Notice that each ri is cyclically reduced and in normal form in F. By the 
length of a word W of F we mean the length of the normal form of W. Let R 
be the symmetrized closure of all the ri (see [4]). Put N = RF and H = F/N. 
By a bZock in an Y E R we mean a subword of form [(~y>jxy”] or the inverse 
thereof, Two distinct elements of R have initial agreement less than the 
length of two blocks. Hence R satisfies C’(&). By Theorem IV of [4], if a 
word W f 1 in F belongs to N, then W contains at least & of an element of 
R. Since no element of length 1 in F can contain as much as & of an element 
of R, it follows that G, C, , and C, are all embedded in H. 
Observe, from the form of the ri , that His generated by x andy. Moreover, 
the relations among the gi can be rewritten as relations on x and y by using 
Tietze transformation. Then the relations ri are the only remaining relations 
involving the gi and so may deleted along with the gi as generators. Con- 
sequently H can be presented as a group generated by x and y with m. + 2 
relations, where m is the number of relations necessary to define G. Thus we 
have verified property (3) of the embedding. 
The properties (l), (2), and (4) are immediate from the general theory 
of groups with small cancellation; in fact, these properties in the presence 
of C’(A) are just the assertions of major theorems in the following references: 
see [4,7] for (1); see [6, 81 for (2); and see [7] for (4). 
We now show that H is complete and hopfian. Let # : H + H be an 
epimorphism. Now (CI is determined by its values on x andy, and Z&X) and #(y) 
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must generate H. Since R contains no proper powers of elements of F and 
satisfies C’(h), any element of finite order in H must lie in a conjugate of a 
factor of F (see [6 or 81). 
Now z/(x) and 4(y) have orders 2 and 3 respectively. Hence they must lie 
in conjugates of the factors of F. Our plan is to show that $ differs from the 
identity map by an inner automorphism. This will prove that H is hopfian 
and all automorphisms of H are inner. For ease of notation we retain the letter 
# even when we replace 1c, by its composition with an inner automorphism of 
H. 
To begin with, since #(x) is in a conjugate of G or a conjugate of C, , 
following ZJ by an inner automorphism we may assume that either $(x) E G 
or $(x) E C, and that #(y) = urz-l where ZI E G or ZI E C, . Moreover, we can 
assume that, as an element of F, u has the following properties: (i) u does not 
contain more than 4 of an element of R; (ii) u does not end in a subword 
lying in the same factor as z?; and (iii) u does not begin with a subword lying 
in the same factor of F as $(x). To see that we may assume (iii), observe that 
otherwise we could follow # by an inner automorphism which would shorten 
u and leave J/(X) in the same factor. 
First we show that u = 1 in F. Since #(x) and $(y) generate H, x and y 
differ in F from words in #(x) and #(y) by elements of N. Hence, in par- 
ticular, some word W 3 y-‘~(~)“l~v”z~-l~(~)“3 *** I/(x)~J+~P%-~ E N where 
y zzx #(X)%UpzU-l . . . ~(+?&1~pk~-1 in H. Now, since the word WE N 
W must contain a subword S which is more than & of an element of R. By 
the assumptions on u, W is in normal form except possibly for initial 
cancellation of length 1. (m, may be zero.) 
Observe that each element of R has length greater than 1000. On the other 
hand, from the form of the elements of R, it follows that no element Y E R 
contains a subword of the form ztz-r of length > 7 where t has length 1. But 
S must have length at least 700 since S is more than 1% of an element of R. 
Hence S must contain a subword of the form 
where & > 100. But we will show that this is impossible unless u = 1 in F 
and v E C, and 4(x) E C, . Now clearly neither v E G nor G(x) E G because 
/ > 100 while each Y E R has at most one entry from G in its normal form. 
Thus 1,4(x) = x and B = y*l (i.e. y or y”). By our assumptions on U, if u f 1, 
then u must begin with y or y-l and must end in x. Hence the word uvu-l 
must contain both y and y2 = y-l. But uvu-l has length at most 7. This is a 
contradiction since y and y2-1 cannot both occur this frequently in any 
element of R. 
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Thus we must have $(x) = x and #(y) = y’. Next we show that #(y) = y. 
Let q = #( gr) where wr does not contain more than 4 of an element of R. 
Because z/ is a homomorphism, # sends relators to relators so 
i.e., 
w;‘(xy’) xyyxyy xyze - * * ,yqy940 xyzr E jv. 
The above word must contain more than 1% of an element of R. But at most 
& can come from wr so & at least must come from the remainder of the word. 
This is impossible if #(y) = y-l = y2, since no element of R contains a 
subword of form 
(xy”)j xy(xy2)j+l xy(xyy+2 xy, 
because the blocks of form [(zy”)j xy] which arise from r$ must occur in 
order of decreasing i. Hence #(y) = y so that 4 is the identity. Thus the 
original epimorphism was an inner automorphism. 
To see that H has trivial center, consider WXW-lx-l where w does not 
contain more than 4 of an element of R. If this word belongs to IV then it 
contains 1% of an element of R, which is again impossible, so WXW-~-~ = 1 
in F. Hence w = x or 1. Thus any element of the center of H is either x 
or 1. But clearly x is not in the center of H because xyx-ly-l jr 1 in H. 
This concludes the proof that H is complete and hopfian. 
Observe that relations among elements of G do not enter into our proof. 
In fact, we see that if A Q G then 
AHnG=A 
and H/AH embeds G/A in the natural way: 
G-+ H-t H/AH = G-+ G/A-+ H/AH. 
Hence property (5) holds. 
We now turn to the proof that if G has no elements of order 2, or if G has 
no elements of order 3, then His co-hopfian. Assume that G has no elements 
of order 2. Let 0 : H + H be a monomorphism. Since e(x) must have 
order 2, e(x) is in a conjugate of C, . Then, following 0 by an inner auto- 
morphism, we may assume that e(x) = x. Since B(y) must be in a conjugate 
of G or a conjugate of C, , B(y) = uvu-l where v E G or v E Ca . We can 
assume that, an element of F, v has properties (i), (ii), (ii) exactly as before. 
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Let wr = e(gr) where wr does not contain more than 4 of an element of R. 
Now B must send relators to relators, so 
%> = w;1xuvu-1xuvu-1xuv2u-1 ... xuv2r1 E N. 
Since the normal form of O(yl) E N must contain at least 6 of an element of 
R and wr contains at most A, at least 1% must come from the remainder of 
the above word. But this is impossible, exactly as before, unless B(y) E C, 
and u = 1 in F. 
Hence 0(x) = x and B(y) E C, . Since 0 is manic, B(y) generates Ca and 
thus 0 is epic. Our previous argument shows 0 is an inner automorphism. 
The case G has no elements of order 3 is similar. 
This completes the proof. // 
Remarks on the proof in the general case. In the general case for U(p, s) 
where p 2 2 and s > 3, we pick the same ri’s as above. If p > 2 and s > 3, 
then no ri contains a subword of the form ztz-l where 1 t / = 1 and z not in 
the same factor as t. Exactly as before, we get #(x) = ~“1 and #(y) = y”a. 
In view of the form of the ri’s, it is not difficult to see that we must have 
$ (x) = x and #(y) = y. 
COROLLARY 1. Every countable group G is embeddable in a complete, 
hopfian quotient of SL(2, Z), the group of 2 x 2 unimodular matrices with 
integer coeficients. 
Proof. C, * Ca is the quotient of SL(2,Z) obtained by identifying a 
matrix with its negative (see [5]). Th e result now follows by the above 
theorem. // 
From property (1) and [l and 21 it follows that: 
COROLLARY 2. Let D be an r.e. degree of unsolvability. Then there is a 
finitely presented, 2-generator, complete, hopfian, co-hopfian group H with word 
problem of degree D. Moreover, there is a Jinitely presented, 2-generator, 
complete, hopJian, co-hopjian group K with solvable word problem but with 
conjugacy problem of degree D. 
COROLLARY 3. C, * C, has continuously many non-isomorphic complete, 
hopfian, co-hopjian quotients. 
Proof. Let P be the set of primes >3, and I the set of positive integers. 
Let f : I -+ P be an increasing one-one function. Put Gt = CieN Cfci) 
(direct sum). The set of primes T such that Gj has an element of order 
belonging to T is precisely the range off. Hence Gj, z Gf, if and only if 
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fr = fi (since the f’s are increasing). By property (2) of the Theorem, every 
element of finite order in the corresponding Hf is in a conjugate to an element 
of Ca , Ca , or Gt . Consequently, Hf, s Hf, if and only if fi = fi . Since 
there are continuously many such f : I + P the result is proved. // 
A counterexample to co-hopjian embeddings. In [3] G. Higman has shown 
the existence of a universal finitely presented group G which contains 
(properly) an isomorphic copy of every finitely generated, recursively 
presented group (and in particular a copy of every finitely presented group). 
This universal group G cannot be embedded in any finitely generated, 
recursively presented co-hopfian group C, since such a C would be iso- 
morphic to a proper subgroup of G C C. In particular, our construction 
applied to Higman’s group G does not yield a co-hopfian group. However, 
the construction applied to Higman’s group does yield a finitely presented, 
complete, hopfian group H which contains an isomorphic copy of every 
finitely presented group. 
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